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Identify the purpose, potential users, requirements, and 
specifications for the outcome 
Identify the purpose  of your outcome. How does it support or promote kaitiakitanga? OR 
Who is the kōrero paki for? How can you create a digital story for them? My website is about 
environmental problems in the Harbour of Whangamata.  
 
 
Identify the users.  Who is the audience? What do the people who will use your outcome 
need?  
The audience is anyone who is interested and cares about looking after the Whangamata 
Harbour. 
 
Identify the requirements  and specifications  . These are short, specific statements that 
are measurable - you should be able to tick them off. What does your digital story need to 
have, be, or do in order to achieve its purpose? What does your digital story need to have, 
be, or do in order to work best for the people it is intended for? 
 

● Home, Info, Contact Page 
● My website needs to be able to keep viewers entertained while talking about the 

Whangamata Harbour and encourage them to sign up for activities. 
● Green and Blue and Brown Main Colours 
● What projects we have done and what we plan on doing in  the future 
● How to join 
● The website should support use by low vision users 

  
 
Tools and Techniques used 
13/06/23 - Tested my index.html and there were no errors. This only had Nav and Logo 
made 

 
13/06/23 - Tested my style.css and there were no errors. This only had Nav and Logo made

 
I use the grid layout is css 
I use emmet abbreviations 
 
 
 
Conventions I have followed for my outcome 
 
Google fonts: 

 
I have Link styling (a:hover, a:visit) 
I have a logo image and a background image 
I have top nav 
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Testing 
Test  your outcome throughout the development process and use that information to make 
improvements during the development process.  

Show how you have tested your site.  This should include a statement confirming that your 
pages validate.  It should also include screenshots showing that you have previewed your 
site in at least two major browsers. 
 
 
16/06/23 - Trying to add text, breaks the alignment of the text and image. 

 
 
23/06/23 - I restarted my website and started doing it the grid way because it was too 
complicated doing it the way I was doing it.  
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23/06/23 - I tested my colour contrast on my navigation  

 
23/06/23 - I tested my index.html using the grid layout 

 
23/06/23 - I tested my style.css using the grid layout 

 
23/06/23 - Mr XXXX saw a issue with the banner so i fixed it 
 
30/06/23 - I finished my home page 
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30/06/23 - Start of my news page 

 
30/06/23 - News page is finished 
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30/06/23 - My contact page is finished  
s

 
30/06/23 - Validated all my html 
index.html 

 
news.html 

 
contact.html 

 
30/06/23 - Validating my css 
style.css 
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30/06/23 - Testing on different browsers 
Chrome 
 
Edge 
 
 
Trialling 
Trial  your outcome with others and use that information to make improvements.  

XXXX - it is very easy to use, simple but informational and I am always aware of what's 
happening. 

Teacher XXXX - 

 Home:  

● Navigation - Add capital letters on words ---> I added capital letters to the words in 
the navigation 

● Split into paragraphs ---> I added <p> tag 
● I like big splash header 
● Colours work well 
● Hover works well 

News:  

● Split into paragraphs ---> I added <p> tag 
● Same info in each area, consider splitting in 3 columns 
● Maybe consider adding image to add interest to page ---> I added 3 images 

Contact:  

● Contact page works. Able to submit messages  

XXXX - i like how the images show whangamata and the info page it shows a lot, i just think 
u need a heading before ur paragraphs  
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Screenshots of outcome files – partial evidence. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  


